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Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending this session.I think that you will learn that Brocade is firmly focused on the mainframe market during our session today.

mailto:dlytle@brocade.com


Legal Disclaimer 
• All or some of the products detailed in this presentation may still be under 

development and certain specifications, including but not limited to, release dates, 
prices, and product features, may change. The products may not function as 
intended and a production version of the products may never be released. Even if 
a production version is released, it may be materially different from the pre-release 
version discussed in this presentation.  

• NOTHING IN THIS PRESENTATION SHALL BE DEEMED TO CREATE A 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR 
OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR 
NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD-PARTY RIGHTS WITH RESPECT TO ANY 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES REFERENCED HEREIN.  

• Brocade, Fabric OS, File Lifecycle Manager, MyView, and StorageX are registered 
trademarks and the Brocade B-wing symbol, DCX, and SAN Health are trademarks 
of Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. or its subsidiaries, in the United States 
and/or in other countries. All other brands, products, or service names are or may 
be trademarks or service marks of, and are used to identify, products or services of 
their respective owners.  

• There are slides in this presentation that use IBM graphics. 
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Just to make sure that there are no misunderstandings.



Notes as part of the online handouts 

I have saved the PDF files for my presentations in such a way that all 
of the audience notes are available as you read the PDF file that you 
download. 
 
If there is a little balloon icon in the upper left hand corner of the slide 
then take your cursor and put it over the balloon and you will see the 
notes that I have made concerning the slide that you are viewing. 
 
This will usually give you more information than just what the slide 
contains. 
 
I hope this helps in your educational efforts! 
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DIRECT-ATTACHED STORAGE OVERVIEW 
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Simplest method for connecting storage to a 
computer.  

Using this method, a hard drive, or group of 
hard drives, is directly connected to a laptop, 
workstation, or server using a cable.  

The storage can be internal or external to 
the server. 
 

DIRECT 
ATTACHED 
STORAGE 



Direct Attached Storage (DAS) 

Benefits 
• Simplest implementation 
• Dedicated storage 
• Easier to troubleshoot 

 
 

 
Challenges 
• Cannot share storage resources 
• Results in lower storage utilization 
• Results in lower bandwidth utilization 

Simplest storage connectivity 

Mainframe 

Open 
Systems 

FICON 

FCP 
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DAS – Direct Attached Storage is the most commonly known method for connecting storage to a computer. Using this method, a hard drive, or group of hard drives, is directly connected to a laptop, workstation, or server using a cable. The storage can be internal or external to the server.Storage is dedicated. But effectively it is also locked. You can only share the capacity among servers that are directly connected to the same storage element. It also makes it difficult for the customer to move to a new storage vendor for the next purchase. There are a limited number of connections per server, so migration is difficult.The single connection is simple to achieve. But if you use embedded disk or direct attached disk, then your ability to support virtual machine migration becomes bounded by the connectivity of the DAS environment. Also, your scalability is limited to the capacity of the direct attached unit. Storage capacity predictions are notoriously uncertain. So, do you purchase more capacity (actual disks) or potential capacity (a large storage frame that you may never fill) to be certain that you never see the dreaded “File System Full” warning message.It is easier to know if your direct attached storage is causing a problem. But surviving the storage problem or keeping the application alive is much more problematic. To provide new or more capacity can require you to take the server off line to add new adapters or disconnect existing cables in order to make the new connections.



• Host/storage access 
• Host I/O and Storage I/O severely limits scalability of connectivity 

• Channel (I/O) utilization 
• One-to-One relationships do not typically maximize channel efficiency 
• Mainframe NPIV cannot be deployed for Linux storage connectivity 

• Point to Point I/O Paths 
• Any failure of the path reduces access and will cause application 

performance to suffer 

• Mainframe CHIPID and Storage Interface Optics 
• Longwave SFP’s used for host, switch and storage interfaces which                    

equal some additional cost $$ 
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Direct Attached Storage (DAS) 
Attributes of DAS Configurations 



SWITCH-ATTACHED STORAGE OVERVIEW 
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Consists of one or more arrays of hard drives 
that are shared between multiple servers.  

 
SANs removes the storage from behind the 
servers and centralizes it over a high-speed, 
scalable storage network. 
 

SWITCH 
ATTACHED 
STORAGE 



Fibre Channel  Hybrid Connectivity 

Combines 
desirable 

features of 
both worlds, 

each with 
its own 

paradigm 
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Fibre Channel technology is ideal for networking, clustering, and big-pipe and high-speed storage



Benefits 
• Isolation of storage traffic 
• Flexibility to present storage 

everywhere at any time -- scalability 
• Low latency/high performance 
• Reliable delivery 

• Disaster tolerance 
 
Challenges 
• Dedicated storage network takes 

deep planning and good architectures 
• More complex to manage 

Switch-Attached Storage 
Storage Area Networking (SAN) 

Mainframe 

Open Systems 

FICON 

FCP 

FICON 

FCP 
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SAN – A Storage Area Network consists of one or more arrays of hard drives that are shared between multiple servers. SANs take the storage out of the servers and centralizes it over a high-speed network.While arguably, all networked storage could be considered a Storage Area Network, for the purposes of this discussion we will constrain ourselves to purpose built storage network environments based on Fibre Channel.In the early days of SAN, the primary driver was the “race to sunrise”. The desire to complete the backup of the application data in the night time “offline” window.  In the modern datacenter, it becomes even more critical to take the backup traffic (as previously mentioned the backup traffic is the data equivalent of a freight train in comparison to the client server passenger cars and panel vans) off of the front side client server network. Why? Because in an internet driven/cloud driven world, when is the offline/nighttime window? There is no good time to mix the traffic types and their respective demands in a single environment. The same partitioning can be seen in “pure” Ethernet network environments as well. Video traffic is isolated. Voice traffic is prioritized. VMotion subnets are isolated. All with the expectation of making a minimal impact on the client server traffic. One of the many expectations of the “cloud based” architectures; or even just highly virtualized infrastructures, is the ability to migrate any application to any platform. How then do we know in advance which storage platforms need to be presented to which servers? How do we migrate without outage from one storage platform to another (whether between products from the same supplier or between suppliers) if cables are directly attached to the server? If the next purchase decision changes vendors how do you keep from being locked in? If you have a high performance/ high data generating key application, how do you scale capacity to the application without downtime?In the previously mentioned “race to sunrise” one of the big advantages of SAN technology is the low overhead on the server and the high performance. Low overhead on the server because the functional equivalent of the 1.5K Ethernet packet is NOT the 2K Fibre Channel frame; but rather it is the Fibre Channel sequence of up to 64,000 FC frames or 128MB of data capable of being transferred between CPU interrupts. 9K jumbo frames help the issue but are insufficient and not necessarily supported across the entire network. 10GbE or 40GbE does not solve the issue either. It is not the cross-sectional area of the pipe that is the issue, but rather the overhead of the protocol involved. Think of it this way, if I give you 20,000 sheets of paper to hand through a window to somebody. Whether I have you hand them through a 2 sq meter window or a 20 square meter window doesn’t matter if you are only allowed to pass either 1 or 9 sheets at a time. But if I allow you to pass up to 64,000 sheets of paper in a single transfer, THAT alters the situation. It is in part these efficiencies that drove so many customers to move to a SAN based backup. This, along with support for 3rd party copy engines that could back up the storage directly from the arrays without overhead from the application server made significant improvements.Low latency and high performance are synonymous with SAN. It is not to say that TCP based networks can not perform. But TCP was written to provide reliable delivery of data in an unreliable physical network. It was never written to do so in a time dertministic fashion. The data will definitely get there, we just can’t tell you when. FC SAN environments are purpose built to provide peformance delivery of data in a deterministic and lossless fashion. The buffer to buffer credit mechanism insures that no data is forwarded on a link without an explicit indicator that space is available to take the data. So the percentage of retransmits is dramatically smaller than in a traditional TCP/IP based network.One of the other big drivers to the SAN market is the need to secure data. Within the datacenter the SAN Fabric allows you to easily replicate between arrays; so that you have an immediate local backup in case of an array failure. But you can also use a SAN extension at distances of hundreds of meters to hundreds of kilometers to provide a performance synchronous or asynchronous copy of the data to an offsite facility. Again the characteristics of the FC SAN performance are so suited to this that even the NetApp Metrocluster uses FC SAN exclusively today.



• Virtually Unlimited Storage access 
• Scales through the fabric with few limitations 

• Maximizing Channel Utilization 
• Storage access can be consolidated to drive more efficient use of the 

host I/O 

• Improves Failure Recovery 
• Multiple storage definitions can reside on same I/O for failover and 

recovery purposes 

• Enables I/O Virtualization for Linux on System z  
• NPIV allows multiple address access to storage over a single interface 

• Improves remote DR integration 
• Distance applications including Disk-to-Disk replication can be easily 

adapted through the fabric  
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Switch-Attached Storage (SAN) 
Attributes of SAN Configurations 



Switched-Storage is a Best Practice 

 Brocade switching devices do not cause performance 
problems within a local data center 

 Architected and deployed correctly, Brocade switching 
devices do not cause performance problems even across 
very long distances 

 In fact, use of Brocade switched-FC and Brocade FCIP long 
distance connectivity solutions can even enhance DASD 
replication performance and long distance tape operations 
effectiveness and performance 

 Mainframe Switched-FICON is the only way to efficiently and 
effectively support Linux on System z connectivity (NPIV) 

 Switched-FC is the only way to really take advantage of the 
full value of the open systems or Mainframe I/O subsystems 
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DASD operations are measured in milliseconds of response time. A Brocade FICON DCX and/or DCX-4S can switch frames between an ingress port and an egress port in no more than 2.1 microseconds. That is not a measureable amount of time for mainframe I/O performance through RMF or most other measurement tools.For the last bullet, there are a wide range of reasons why the full value of the System z I/O subsystem is only realized when used with switched-FICON. The major share of this presentation presents the facts that demonstrate the accuracy of this statement.



FC Switches 
 

• Good Availability up to 99.99% 

• Based upon motherboard design 

• Some redundant components like 
power supplies and fans 

• 24-80 Fiber Channel ports 

• Decent fabric Scalability (100’s of ports)  

• Motherboard problems will require the 
switch to be replaced! 

FC Directors 
 

• Superb Availability up to 99.999% 

• Based on discrete, redundant parts 

• Complete Redundancy and hot swap 
FRUs throughout the architecture  

• Highest port counts – up to 384 ports 

• Superior fabric Scalability (1,000s of ports)  

• + Online Error Recovery (non-disruptive failover) 

• + Online Repair of the error (hot swap) 

How Are Directors and Switches Different? 

8G B5300  

8G B5100  

16G B6510  
DCX 

8510-8 DCX 
8510-4 

DCX 
-4S 

DCX 
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8Gb 16Gb 

90% or More of Customers Should Deploy 
Director-based, Switched-FC Fabrics! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highest Availability:   Brocade Director’s provide the highest availability on the market - 99.999% (less than 5 minutes of downtime annually).  Standalone Fabric Switches provide 99.9 to 99.99%  availability  (8.8 hours downtime annually).  Directors have redundancy built throughout the architecture to ensure continual flow of mission-critical data.Directors provides high  port count (16-384) high performance any-to-any (non-blocking) connections.  For larger fabrics and SAN backbones this high port count is ideal compared to coupling together smaller switches which produces performance bottlenecks and additional points of failure from ISLsBy Design Directors allow IT Administrators to service the product on-line without disruption to the application.  All components are hot-swappable and diagnostics and configuration can be performed online.With high port count and superior availability attributes, Directors simplify scalability issues allowing enterprises to scale SAN’s faster and easier - without extensive network re-configuration.



How Are Directors and Switches Different 
Physical Differences 

 Since switches are motherboard-based, they are engineered to run at 
the then current line rate – cannot be upgraded -- and 
• Each port of an 8Gbps switch can be run using 4Gbps or 8Gbps SFPs 
• Each port of a 16Gbps switch can be run using 8Gbps, 10Gbps or 16Gbps SFPs 
• Failing SFPs can be hot-swapped but physical ports cannot be replaced 
• A switch must be completely replaced to repair a failed physical port(s) or ASIC 

 Directors have discrete, redundant components that are engineered to 
run at current line rate – but can be upgraded – and non-disruptive 
firmware loads 
• Today each port of a 16Gbps Director can run using 8Gb, 10Gb or 16Gbps SFPs 
• Failing SPFs can be hot-swap replaced (along with fans and power supplies…) 
• New blades can replace blades that have failing or failed physical ports 

 There are 16Gbps HBAs now and in the future, IBM will have 16Gbps 
mainframe CHPIDs 
• Brocade’s older 8Gbps Directors are upgradable to 16Gbps now 

• Once again providing our customers with investment protection! 
• But existing 8G switches will have to be completely swapped out and replaced      

with newer 16G capable switches in order to achieve 16G fabrics 
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Presentation Notes
Modular switches are based on a motherboard design. The switches Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is a part of the motherboard circuitry. If the motherboard fails then the switch is ruined and must be completely replaced.Directors have redundant components with software that provides rapid and non-disruptive fail over in the event that a hardware component fails.Switches are built to provide a certain line rate while Directors might be upgradeable to future, faster line rates.



How Are Directors and Switches Different 
Availability 
• Complete, non-disruptive, firmware Hot Code Load is supported on 

Director class switches 
• Since 2000 

• Comprehensive, non-disruptive, firmware Hot Code Load is not 
currently supported for FCIP blades and extension switches: 
• On extension switches and blades, the FCIP tunnels will go down for 10-15 

seconds and all traffic in the tunnels will be disrupted. 

• Brocade switches do try to support non-disruptive firmware upgrades 
but when upgrading firmware on a fixed port, motherboard-based 
switch, customers may experience recoverable errors (IFCCs): 
• Switches have only a single CP on the ASIC and can drop frames if very busy 
• The errors for dropped frames are part of normal fibre channel recovery so this 

recovery happens with FCP and FICON channels and devices as well. 
• The  only difference is that mainframes report absolutely everything. For most of 

our mainframe customers, they just need a warning that they may see a few 
IFCCs during firmware upgrades 

• IFCCs, regardless of the impact to traffic flow, then their best option is to always 
deploy a Director-class platform.  
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This slide provides information about how switches and Directors differ from the point of view of upgrading firmware on the device.Modular switches cannot guarantee non-disruptive firmware upgrades.



Switched-FC for Mainframe FICON and FCP 

This Section Is For The Mainframers In The Audience 
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 The Brocade DCX family provides unprecedented levels of performance, scalability, and energy efficiency along with long-term investment protection.There are many ways to provide investment protection, for example:Providing advanced services such as data migration, replication and distance extension that take advantage of already installed DCX family chassis’s.Providing port blades in ever increasing densities that are usually backwards compatibleProviding both blade and pizza box approaches to most fabric servicesProviding non-blocking performance at today’s link rates and beyondProviding innovative solutions such as local switching on an ASIC



There are special reasons why a user should 
consider deploying Switched-FICON 

• A smaller or older System z can start at about US$50,000 while an 
IBM System zEC12 can be a little more     …..                                       
but zBC12 helps makes even the newest technology more 
affordable by starting at around US$75,000 

• zEC12 provides a max of 320 FICON Express8S CHPIDs 

• zBC12 provides a max of 128 FICON Express8S CHPIDs 

• z196 provides a max of 320 FICON Express8S CHPIDs 

• z114 provides a max of 128 FICON Express8S CHPIDs 
– CHPID ports to storage ports/mainframe are limited 
– Large Sequential throughput per CHPID/System z is limited 

• zEC12: 320x620MBps=198,400MBps– or 39% of full duplex 8G 
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There are numerous reasons why a customer should deploy switched-FICON fabrics for their mainframe I/O and very few reasons why traditional CHPID-to-storage port (direct-attached FICON) connectivity should be utilized.Many of those reasons will be discussed in this presentation.IBM has tested FICON Express8S and they have found that when using Command Mode FICON, with heavy sequential workloads (read/write) that a FICON Express8S CHPID can deliver about 620MBps full duplex. Most work done on a mainframe is still Command Mode FICON and not zHPF.



System z:  Why Deploy Switched-FICON 

• With direct-attached FICON you must consume one CHPID to 
access one storage port 
– Very wasteful since neither CHPIDs nor DASD storage ports can 

make use of the full bandwidth of any of the channel paths 
– So CHPIDs and Storage Ports are always under-utilized resources 

that you have paid full price to deploy 
 

• The CHPIDs on most mainframe channel cards cannot really 
perform at their listed line rate -- FICON Express8S running 
zHPF is the exception 
• In real use cases the data rate is less than ½ the 

performance these channel CHPIDs are rated to achieve 

 ….BUT…. 
Customer’s can use switched-FICON, making use of                                          

Fan In – Fan Out, to mitigate these limitations! 
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Mainframe platforms offer a relatively small number of channel paths for I/O traffic so customers must make the most use out of them that they can.Direct-attached FICON is wasteful of both the channel ports themselves as well as usually being unable to full utilize the bandwidth available on those channel paths.And most of the FICON Express channel cards (features) simply cannot run at stated line rates but rather at something more slower – more like ½ of the rated line rate.



     FICON Express8 
 zEC12, zBC12, z196, z114 
 2, 4 or 8 GBps link rate 
 Cannot Perform at 8Gbps! 
 Standard FICON Mode:                       

<= 620 MBps Full Duplex                                    
out of 1600 MBps 

 zHPF FICON Mode:                  
<=770 MBps Full Duplex                                     
out of 1600 MBps 

 40 Buffer Credits per port 
 Out to 5km                      

assuming 1K frames 

Mainframe Channel Cards 

      FICON Express8 
 z10 
 2, 4 or 8 GBps link rate 
 Cannot Perform at 8Gbps! 
 Standard FICON Mode:                       

<= 620 MBps Full Duplex                                    
out of 1600 MBps 

 zHPF FICON Mode:                  
<=770 MBps Full Duplex                                     
out of 1600 MBps 

 40 Buffer Credits per port 
 Out to 5km                         

assuming 1K frames 

Max 
CHPIDs 

288 
32 

288 
64 

FICON switching devices will 
provide BCs for long distances 

Faster Processors but fewer 
total CHPIDs available 

Max 
CHPIDs 

336 

One or more IBM 
 graphics are used 

 above 
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Utilization of Line Speeds:From zSeries to zEnterprise z196, no CHPID has ever been capable of utilizing the full link rate allowed for attachment. This is a result of the interactions of the microprocessor and PCI Bus supporting those CHPIDs.Buffer Credits:As link speed doubles each generation so does the requirement for buffer credits if it is to meet the same distance capability as its predecessor without data droop.FICON Express2 provided 107 fixed buffer credits per CHPID so that under the right conditions frames could be sent from the CHPID out to over 100km successfullyFICON Express4 provided 200 fixed buffer credits per CHPID so that under the right conditions frames could be sent from the CHPID out to over 100km successfullyTo continue this trend FICON Express8 would have required 400 fixed buffer credits per port so that frames could have been sent from the CHPID out to over 100kmBut was there a real business case for IBM to continue spending more and more R&D and manufacturing capital in this upward spiraling buffer credit memory expense on its CHPID ports? Buffer credits were using expensive memory resources while at the same time the full number of BCs on a given CHPID is seldom used.That said, buffer credits had become costly and often wasted resources in the vast majority of environmentsSo steering onto a new course, IBM made the decision to provision enough buffer credits to successfully send frames 10km (rather than  100km as previously engineered) and in the process saved on the cost of buffer credit memory on each CHPID sold.And if a customer needed more than 40 8G CHPID buffer credits to send data over a distance longer than 10km they could deploy a switched-FICON environment and utilize the buffer credits provided by those switch ports to cross the distance successfully.



Mainframe Channel Cards 

     FICON Express8S 
 zEC12, zBC12, z196, z114 
 2, 4 or 8 GBps link rate 
 zHPF Performs at 8Gbps! 
 Standard FICON Mode:                       

<= 620MBps Full Duplex                                    
out of 1600 MBps 

 zHPF FICON Mode:                  
<=1600 MBps Full Duplex                                     
out of 1600 MBps 

 40 Buffer Credits per port 
 Out to 5km                      

assuming 1K frames 

• For FICON, zHPF, and FCP environments 
– CHPID types: FC and FCP 

• 2 PCHIDs/CHPIDs 
• Auto-negotiates to 2, 4, or 8Gbps  
• Increased performance versus FICON Express8 
• 10KM LX - 9 micron SM fiber 

– Unrepeated distance - 10 kilometers which 6.2 miles 
– Receiving device must also be LX 

• SX - 50 or 62.5 micron multimode fiber 
– Distance variable with link data rate and fiber type 
– Receiving device must also be SX 

• 2 channels of LX or SX (no mix) 
• Small form factor pluggable (SFP) optics 

– Concurrent repair/replace action for each SFP 

Max 
CHPIDs 

320 
128 
320 
128 

Standard, long PCIe card 
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The FICON Express8S channel cards help you prepare your I/O infrastructure for the future. FICON Express8S (GA in 2011) continues the tradition of offering more capabilities with each new generation of FICON channel. The features were designed with the future in mind, while remembering the past, by supporting the data serving leadership of System z and enabling improved data access using High Performance FICON on System z (zHPF), as well as providing the ability to autonegotiate to the link data rates of 2 or 4 Gbps which may be required for existing infrastructures.Allows for the consolidation of existing FICON Express, FICON Express2, FICON Express4, and FICON Express8 channels onto fewer FICON Express8S channels while maintaining and enhancing performance.Offers performance improvements for High Performance FICON for System z (zHPF), and Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) to ensure the zEnterprise 196 (z196) and zEnterprise 114 (z114) servers continue to allow your bandwidth to increase to meet the demands of your business applications.Operates at 2, 4, or 8 Gbps autonegotiated.Has a feature supporting single mode fiber optic cabling (9 micron) terminated with an LC Duplex connector - FICON Express8S 10KM LX.Has a feature supporting multimode fiber optic cabling (50 or 62.5 micron) terminated with an LC Duplex connector - FICON Express8S SX.



Fan In-Fan Out Reduces System Bottlenecks 

70-1600 MBps 

Storage System z 

135-1600 MBps 
@ 2/4/8Gbps 
per CHPID 
(transmit and receive) 

Fiber Cable 
Cascaded 
FICON 

FICON 
Director 

FICON 
Director 

  380 MBps @   2Gbps 
  760 MBps @   4Gbps 
1520 MBps @   8Gbps 
1900 MBps @ 10Gbps 
3040 MBps @ 16Gbps 

per link 
(transmit and receive) 

Example Fan In: 
To one CHPID = 12 

(trying to keep the CHPID busy) 
Example Fan Out: 

From 12 Storage Adapters 

• You can deploy fewer CHPIDs and fewer Storage Ports 
• You can utilize the assets you have purchased at 100% 
• You can scale up very easily without purchasing a lot of hardware 
• You actually achieve a higher level of system availability 
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Referring back to the Mainframe Channel Cards slide, with high performance FICON (zHPF) workloads a CHPID can only do a maximum of 770MBps full duplex (on an 8G link that should be capable of 1600MBps). So a CHPID cannot reach the full potential of an 8G link.And most storage is still running at 2G and 4G today.So utilizing Fan In – Fan Out allows you to maximize the value of both your CHPIDs and Storage Adapters and to minimize the cost of those connections.



New z/OS and System z Functionality 
System z functionality that REQUIRES customers                          
to deploy switched–FICON: 

 FICON Express8 CHPID buffer credits: Only 40 BCs per FICON 
Express8 and FICON Express8S CHPID limits long distance direct 
connectivity to ~5km. So customers can use up to 1,300 BCs at 8G 
and about 7,000 BCs at 16G, on a port on FICON switching 
devices, for longer distances. 

 FICON Dynamic Channel Management: Ability to dynamically add 
and remove channel resources at Workload Manager discretion can 
be accomplished only in switched-FICON environments. 

 zDAC: Simplified configuration of FICON connected disk and tape 
through z/OS FICON Discovery and Auto Configuration (zDAC) 
capability of switched-FICON fabrics. Required for z/OS v1.x users. 

 NPIV: Excellent for Linux on the Mainframe, Node_Port ID 
Virtualization allows many FCP I/O users to interleave their I/O 
across a single physical channel path 
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DASD operations are measured in milliseconds of response time. An Brocade FICON switching device can switch frames between an ingress port and an egress port in no more than 2.1 microseconds. That is not a measureable amount of time for mainframe I/O performance through RMF or most other measurement tools. So switched-FICON does not cause any performance issues when used to create FICON fabrics.On the other hand, there are many great reasons to utilize switched-FICON fabrics rather than point to point configurations.One of the best reasons is that IBM has begun to limit the number of buffer credits available on a CHPID. In the past, if a customer wanted to do a long distance point-to-point connection they had either 107 BCs (2Gb) or 200 BCs (4Gb) to maintain high utilization of those long reach connections. But FICON Express8 and FICON Express8S provides only 40 BCs (8Gb) as a cost reduction measure. Long reach from CHPID to storage port is now about 5km as FICON typically creates only half-full frames. Brocade B-Series switched-FICON devices can provide as many as 1,300 BCs on a long reach connection – vastly superior to a CHPIDs capability.FICON DCM can only be utilized by customer systems programmers if switched-FICON fabrics are providing device connectivity. This function is not available when point-to-point connections are being used.A feature that many mainframe shops will potentially utilize when they reach the z/OS 1.12 level and beyond is zDAC. But, as in the case of FICON DCM, zDAC is only available when devices are attached to the mainframe through switched-FICON fabrics.One of the very first great reasons to utilized switched-FICON fabrics was in support of the deployment of Linux on System z. If the Linux guests were continuing to utilize FCP protocol for I/O activity then NPIV allowed switched-FICON links to be virtualized so that both link consolidation (reducing the number of total FCP links required for Linux) as well as maximizing FCP link utilization could be realized. NPIV cannot be implemented on a CHPID to storage port connection.
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Linux on System z can run in its 
own LPAR(s) but usually it is 
deployed as guests under VM 
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Node_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) is implemented between a CHPID and a FICON switching device port. NPIV is not available for use unless a switched-FICON fabric has been deployed.NPIV is an acronym for N Port ID Virtualization. N_Port ID Virtualization is a Fibre Channel (FC) industry standard technology that provides the capability to take a physical Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter (FICON CHPID in FCP mode) port and assign it multiple unique world wide port names (WWPNs). The world wide port names can then be assigned to multiple guests such as Linux running under VM. Thus, NPIV allows physical N_Port to be logically partitioned into multiple logical ports/FC addresses (virtualizing one physical FCP channel in many virtual FCP channels) so that a physical FCP CHPID can support multiple Linux guests, each using a unique N_Port ID.Without NPIV serialization on the FCP CHPID ports is very likely to occur seriously degrading performance. And the bandwidth utilization of the physical ports will be very low since Linux doesn’t usually require much I/O bandwidth.
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NPIV is ONLY available in 
a switched-FICON fabric! 
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When NPIV is deployed (NPIV always works between the mainframe channel path and a FC switching port) it allows one switching F_Port to be associated with multiple N_Port IDs, so that a physical fibre channel HBA (mainframe CHPID in FCP mode) can be shared across multiple guest operating systems (like Linux running under VM) in a virtual environment.More bandwidth means more flexibility! Either run more Linux guests over the faster 8Gbps mainframe channels or use fewer 8G mainframe channels to run the same number of Linux guests that you did when using 4Gbps mainframe channels.



Using FICON Dynamic Channel Management 

FICON Dynamic Channel Path Management (DCM) provides 
the ability for the z/OS system to manage FICON channel 
path assignment dynamically based on current workload 
conditions and availability characteristics. 

• z/OS allows pools of FICON CHPIDs to be unassigned so that 
workload manager can use them when it is operating in GOAL 
mode. 

• But mainframe channels and control units must be Switch 
Attached in order to make use of Dynamic Channel management 
(DCM)  
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Prior to Dynamic Channel Path Management, all channel paths to I/O control units had to be statically defined. In the event of a significant shift in workload, the channel path definitions would have to be reevaluated, manually updated via HCD, and activated or Power On Reset into the configuration. 



Using zDAC with zEnterprise 

Simplified configuration for FICON connected DASD and tape 
through z/OS Discovery and Auto Configuration (zDAC) 

• zDAC is only useful for switched-FICON storage/host connections  
 zDAC must make use of the FICON fabric name server 
 zDAC is/will be allowed for non-switched FICON beginning with z/OS v2 

• Uses intelligent analysis to help validate that server and storage 
definitions are compatible with each other 

• Transparent to existing configurations and settings 

• Invoked through and integrated with z/OS Hardware Configuration 
Definition (HCD) and z/OS Hardware Configuration Manager 
(HCM) 

• Use on single systems or across your Sysplex’s 
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zDAC is a technology enhancement for FICON. IBM introduced zDAC as a follow-on to an earlier enhancement in which the FICON channels login to the Fibre Channel name server on a FICON director. zDAC allows for the automatic discovery and configuration for FICON-attached DASD and tape devices. Essentially, zDAC automates a portion of the HCD Sysgen process. zDAC uses intelligent analysis to help validate the System z and storage definitions’ compatibility with each other, and uses built-in best practices to help configure for high availability and to avoid single points of failure. zDAC is transparent to existing configurations and settings. It’s invoked and integrated with the z/OS HCD and z/OS Hardware Configuration Manager (HCM). zDAC requires a switched FICON architecture.



FICON 

New or 
Changed 

DASD or 
Tape 

Switched-
FICON Storage 

Fabric 

Switched-
FICON Storage 

Fabric 

• The Fabric Name Server 
makes it possible to 
automatically discover 
what is new or has been 
changed in the fabric 

• When a change is 
discovered, zDAC 
proposes a channel 
configuration based on: 
 High availability best 

practices 
 Customer configuration 

policies 
 Existing configurations 

• zDAC attempts to make a 
symmetric configuration: 
 And this is repeated for 

each server in a sysplex 

z196,/z114/zEC12/zBC12 

z196/z114 
zEC12, 
zBC12 

Name 
Server 

Name 
Server z/O

S 
v1

.12
+ 

z/O
S 

v1
.12

+ 

zDAC 
At  z/OS V1.12+ (must have at least   
1 LPAR for Dynamic I/O capability) 

Other issues are described in the notes 
that are a part of this slide. 

Using zDAC with zEnterprise 
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zDAC Requires:IBM z196 or z114 server with FICON Express4, FICON Express8 or FICON Express8SMust utilize a switch/Director attached FICON fabric (no direct attachment can make use of zDAC)Machine Level Code upgrade for storage – see IBM PSP buckets, talk to your storage vendor(s)Suggested: FICON DCM (z/OS dynamic channel management) should also be used to help manage performance



More Reasons For Deploying Switched-FICON 

• Switched-FICON for RMF reports and z/OS Systems 
Automation control 
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Here are some more reasons that customers should consider deploying switched-FICON.



CUP on a FICON Switch For Use By RMF 

System z 

= 

FICON Director Activity Report 
per FICON Domain ID per Interval 

• FICON Management Server (FMS) is a license to enable Control Unit Port (CUP) 
on a FICON switching device – always uses the “embedded” port  x”FE” 

FICON Path to “FE” 

FICON Path to “FE” 

Sys1.Parmlib options allow 
RMF to produce the RMF 
FICON Director Activity 

Report  

Control Unit Port (CUP) on 
a FICON switching device 

allows z/OS to access 
switch and fabric 

information and provide 
that into RMF 

FICON Director 

FICON Switch 
FE 

FE 

FMS 

FMS 

• FICON Director Activity Reports are very useful to customers who would like to 
understand their average frame sizes traversing their fabrics as well as information 
about how buffer credits are being utilized 
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In order to determine the average frame size of the data traversing across any particular port of a FICON fabric – AND – in order to know that you have provisioned enough buffer credits on your FICON ports, you will need to get RMF to create a “FICON Director Activity Report”. This can only be done if Control Unit Port (CUP) is enabled and active on each of the FICON switching devices.CUP also allows Systems Automation using the IOOPs module to monitor and control FICON switching devices from the MVS console. This is how you would receive FICON fabric FRU failure alerts for example.



Fabric with zHPF Enabled 

Using Buffer Credits is 
how FC does Flow 
Control, also called 

“Frame Pacing” 

Indicators of Potential 
Buffer Credit Starvation 

In the last 
15 minutes 

This port had a 
frame to send 

but did not 
have any 

Buffer Credits 
left to use 

to send them. 
 

And this 
happened 
270 times 
during the 
interval. 

And this is  
an ISL Link! 

FICON Director Activity Report 
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FICON Director Activity Report:Physical port address in hex.What that port is attached to: CHP=CHPID; CU=Storage Control Unit; SWITCH=Switch ISL; CHP-H=CHPID that can talk to the CUP report to pull RMF statisticsThe port and/or CU ID or CHPID ID that is using this portAverage Frame Pacing Delay: Like to see it zero. Each number increment means that the transmitter on this port ran out of buffer credits for at least 2.5 microseconds. The larger the number in this column the more of a performance problem is being felt. Zero does not indicate that BCs did not go to zero just that it never went to zero for 2.5 ms or longer.Average Read Frame sizeAverage Transmitted Frame sizeRead Bandwidth for this interval on this portWrite Bandwidth for this interval on this portError Count: Some type of error may be occurring but user will have to check their syslog to see what the actual error is. Like to see this as always zero.In the header info is Interval: hh:mm:ssRMF data is created on the mainframe as often as is specified in the interval. In this case every 15 minutes. This is a global setting so all RMF reports are created on this interval boundary. After the statistics are pulled the counters are reset to zero. So everytime a report is produced these are the delta numbers – this is what happened during the last interval and nothing else.Cycle: What degree of granularity is desired in the reporting. In this case the cycle is 1 second reporting.



More Reasons For Deploying Switched-FICON 

• Point-to-Point versus switched-FICON Reliability and 
Availability 
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Here are some more reasons that customers should consider deploying switched-FICON.



Reliability versus Availability 

• Reliability is NOT the same as Availability! 

• Reliability is a measurement of the dependability of the customer’s 
system, fabric and/or devices 

• Often characterized as Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) 

• Availability is the ability of a system, fabric and/or device to continue 
to provide services when they are needed, without delay, even if 
reliability has failed 

• In the data center this is typically discussed as a percentage such as           
two-9s, three-9s, four-9s or five-9s (99.999%) of availability 

• The calculation for this percentage is the length of time that a given system, 
fabric and/or device will be online and functioning during the course of a 
years worth of time – it is really an up-time ratio  

• So Availability is NOT the same as Reliability and customers do realize that 
it is very difficult to achieve High Availability unless a system, fabric and/or 
device does have High Reliability! 
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A discussion about reliability and availability – two terms that are often misunderstood.



• High availability refers to a system or component that is 
continuously operational for a desirably long length of time. 

• Availability can be measured relative to "100% operational" or 
"never failing with a difficult-to-achieve standard of availability for a 
system or product being "five-9s” (99.999 percent) availability. 

Availability 

Five-9s  is really the 
ultimate goal for data 
center deployments. 

 

These figures are just an 
“annual risk of outage” 
not a guarantee that an 

outage will actually occur 
. 

 Customers might go for  
years before having a  
problem but that does 

not matter. Availability is  
calculated on an annual 

basis. 
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SFPs are probably the most common component to fail on FC switching devices. That is followed by mechanical components (fans), cables, firmware and finally electronic components.Heat is an electronic component killer so the less heat that is generated by a switching device the more reliability and availablity that device will likely have.



Loss of Availability Is Very Costly! 
• Few customers know what an hour of downtime costs them!  

• Some industry statistics may help to put a context to potential losses from 
downtime. The numbers differ, depending on the source, but they give 
some idea of possible impact. Check these yourself on the internet! 

• Even if a vendor GAVE YOU the hardware, or if they even GAVE YOU the 
Hardware and ALL Maintenance costs – if it is not deployed as five-9s of 
high availability, and then their system causes you to take an outage, the 
hardware cost [maintenance cost] will not offset the cost of the outage! 
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Downtime Losses 

Example: 
Vendors provide Virtual Fabrics 
hosted on a single chassis. 

If you use two VFs on one chassis 
for your HA redundancy, but then 
the chassis firmware fails,  
both of the VFs fail as well. 

All of the I/O paths on these VFs 
fail which would be poor availability. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is your cost of downtime?Shown here are average hourly costs that can be found if you do a Google on the internet or check with Meta Group.  No doubt these numbers have increased since they were first reported.It’s no wonder that nearly every Fortune 1000 company spends a portion of their IS budget on high availability, even to the tune of 25%.Put another way, can you afford to implement a SAN or FICON fabric that is 10 times more likely to have downtime than redundant Director-based fabrics?



Availability After A Component Failure 

…BUT… 
Storage Port 

Remains 
Available! 
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A CHPID is very reliable. But if it is direct attached to a storage port then the availability of both the CHPID and the storage port are lost if either the CHPID fails or the storage port fails or even if the cable between them fails. A single failure causes the loss of two end-to-end connection points.With switched-FICON only a segment of the FICON fabric will fail. Yes you might lose the use of a CHPID or a storage port but one or the other will still be available to service other users until the failed component is fixed. A single failure causes the loss of only a single end-to-end connection point.



And There Are Many More Reasons For           
Deploying Switched-FICON in Mainframe 
Shops 

• Can host both SAN and FICON on the same I/O infrastructure 

• Balancing workload across all the ports in a Port Group 

• Intermixing Long wave and Short wave FICON Connections 
As You Desire 

• FICON switching devices provide lots of scalability not 
possible with direct attached FICON 

• Consolidation of Channel Cards, CHPIDs and Storage 
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Here are some more reasons that customers should consider deploying switched-FICON.



Summary 

• Using a switched-FC infrastructure provides strategic value to 
operations 

• Cost of host I/O adapters and storage I/O adapters can be avoided 
through consolidation and multi-device access though single HBA, 
CHIPID and/or storage port 

• Channel efficiency can be achieved through Fan In Fan Out 
topologies 

• Storage access and expansion can be scaled with few limitations 

• Data protection schemes can be easily incorporated  

• For the mainframe, NPIV technology can reduce the overhead of 
I/O created by Linux when running on System z or zEnterprise 
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Wednesday August 14, 2013  --  11:00am to 12:00pm  -- Session 14482 

  ……Newly Scheduled Presentation…… 
 

Brocade SAN and FICON Update 
Please consider attending to discover the innovation 

of Brocade’s Gen 5 Fibre Channel Architecture 
 

This will be my next presentation at SHARE! 
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Monday August 12, 2013  --  1:30pm to 2:30pm  -- Session 14275 

Please Fill Out Your Evaluation Forms!! 

 

 

This was session: 

    14275 
 
And Please Indicate on                                                                                                                                          
those forms if there are                                                                                                                                                       
other presentations you                                                                                                                     
would like to  see in this                                                                                                                                            
track at SHARE! 

QR Code 

Thank You For Attending Today! 
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Thank you for attending this session today!
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